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Abstract. Energy harvesting from moving structures for autonomous
electrically powered applications, i.e. unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
especially in the case quadrotors, has been a common subject of sci-
entific investigations in last years. Most of them have looked into
improving the endurance of electrically powered UAVs using technolo-
gies such as photovoltaic or vibration harvesting. UAV platforms have
a limited amount of power for electrical suppling. In order to keep a
constant time of flight duration, the UAV can be equipped with an addi-
tional battery, which increases the total mass and causes higher energy
losses. Therefore, we address this problem in our paper by proposing
a vibration-based energy harvesting system. It consists of piezoelectric
harvesters integrated into a frame of BLDC rotors. In order to check
efficiency of the energy harvesting system, the copter is equipped with
MFC harvesters. Taking into account this solution, the distributed-
parameters of the electromechanical system in the modal coordinates
are estimated using numerical methods. The simulation results showed-
how the duty cycle of the PWM signal applied to the BLDC rotor and
resistive load connected to the system influence on voltage generating
by the piezo harvester, while experimental test allow verify them.

1 Introduction

Energy harvesting from moving structures for autonomous electrically powered appli-
cations, i.e. unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), especially in the case of multiple motors
like a quadrocopter, is a common subject of scientific in vestigationin last years. Most
of them have looked into improving the endurance of electrically powered UAVs
using energy harvesting technologies such as photovoltaic harvesting and vibration
harvesting [1,2].

Among various types of energy harvester equipment, a piezoelectric material is
one effective component to convert the surrounding mechanical vibration energy into
the electrical energy directly [3–5]. From prior literature during the last two decades,
the piezoelectric material have long been used as sensors or actuators [6]. Although
the mechanical vibration takes place in most of the structures, the possible harvested
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Fig. 1. The six-rotor copter made by the co-author in Bialystok University of Technology.

performance of the piezoelectric is not high and the energy level is low in micro- or
milli-watt orders [7]. However, with some improvement on the piezoelectric materials
and their fabrication process, as well as low energy consumption of the electronic
circuit design makes a possibility of using piezoelectric elements in a wider range of
applications. One particular area where piezoelectric energy harvesting proves to be
useful is in scavenging vibration energy during UAVs flights. It is especially shown
in papers published by Anton, who was the first to design and investigate novel
piezoelectric devices installed on UAV platforms [8]. For instance, the author in ref-
erence [9] showed the piezoelectric patch with a thin-film battery as a multifunctional
self-charging device for scavenging energy. In other paper the same author with Leo
presented a hybrid device, containing piezo-electric stripes, macro-fiber andpiezo-fiber
composites, that allows to harvest energy from wing vibrations [9]. As a result, fur-
ther development of these systems lead to using the proposed solutions for platforms
with many rotors having more benefits than a classical fixed wing [10,11]. Taking
into account their features such as a large amount of controllability, hovering and
maneuverability, it can be assumed that they will need more energy. Therefore, the
UAV platforms were retrofitted with an additional battery or a battery with higher
current efficiency. As a result, the maneuverability of the UAV increased, but at the
expense of the flight duration time.

In this paper, the vibration-based energy harvesting system is proposed for the
commonly using system shown in Figure 1, but with other approach to prolong the
duration of the flight time. The considered system consists of a piezoelectric harvester
integrated into a single arm of the UAV frame with BLDC rotors is considered as
a smart cantilever beam with tip mass. In order to provide high efficiency of the
energy harvesting system, the six-copter was equipped with a macro fiber composites
(MFC) harvester of a high compliance. Taking into account the proposed solution,
the distributed-parameters of the electromechanical system in the modal coordinates
are assessed based on the analytical approach and using numerical methods. Then,
experimental investigations performed on the lab stand allowed to verify the obtained
simulation results and determine the equivalent circuit model used in the energy
harvesting systems.

2 Electromechanical model of a single arm of the UAV frame
with energy piezo-harvester – analytical approach

In this section a brief description of electromechanical model distributed-parameters
of a single arm of the considered UAV platformwith BLDC rotor is analyzed. The
carbon-fiber cantilever pipe representing the host structure is equipped with one
piezo-patch harvester PPA-1001 located on top of the frame by using overlay. As a
result, a smart structure, shown in Figure 2, is obtained. Parameters of the arm and
the piezo-harvester adjusted to its structure are collected in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. The cantilever steel beam with a piezo-actuator and a piezo-harvester: (a) the model,
(b) cross section with consideration of neutral axes of the beam and the piezo-harvester.

Table 1. Parameters of the host structure and the piezo-element [14].

Parameter Tip mass
(rotor)

Cantilever beam
(Pipe + rotor stand housing)

Piezo-
harvester
PPA-1001

Pipe Rotor stand
housing

Material Aluminum Carbon-fiber Carbon-fiber PZT-5H
(the main
layer material
of PPA-1001)

Radius (m) Rtip 0.0235 Rout 0.0080 – –
Rin 0.0065 – –

Length (m) – Lpipe 0.230 LRSH 0.070 LPH 0.0443
Width (m) – wRSH 0.045 wPH 0.0224
Thickness
(m)

ttip 0.025 tRSH 0.003 tPH 0.00046

Density
(kg/m3)

ρtip 1810 ρpipe 1810 ρRSH 1810 ρPH 7500

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Etip 69 Epipe 75 ERSH 75 EPH 50

Poisson
ratio

– 0.33 – 0.3 – 0.3 – 0.33

Piezoelectric
strain
constant
(m/V)

– – – – – – d31 -150e-
12

piezoelectric
stress/charge
constant
(C/m2)

– – – – – – d33 23.3

A single arm of the UAV frame with an integrated harvester is excited to vibra-
tion by force F0 obtained from the supply system containing a BLDC motor and a
propeller. Both elements are located on the free end. The piezo harvester of the length
of LPH, the width of wPH, and the thickness of tPH, integrated to the structure at the
position (xPH1, xPH2), was used to measure voltage from vibrations of the structure.
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Then, the general equation of transverse vibration of such an excited 1D
mechanical structure with an integral harvester has the following form [12]:

[EpipeIpipe + EPHIPH (H(x− xPH2) −H(x− xPH1))] ∂
4w(x,t)
∂x4

+ [mpipe +mPH (H(x− xPH2) −H(x− xPH1))] ∂
2w(x,t)
dt2

+−ΓV (t)
[
d∂(x−xPH2)

dx − d∂(x−xPH1)
dx

]
= F0δ (x− x0)

(1)

where Epipe – the Young modulus of the pipe, EPH – the Young modulus of the
piezo-harvester element, Ipipe – the inertia moment of the pipe wherein Ipipe =[
π
(
R4

out −R4
in

)]
/4, IPH – the inertia moment of the piezo-harvester, mpipe – the

mass per unit length of the piezo pipe, mPH – the mass per unit length of the piezo-
harvester, H(x) – the Heaviside function, δ(x) – Dirac function along the X axis, V(t)
– voltage flowing through the external resistive load R, F0 – the force obtained from
the supply system containing a BLDC motor and a propeller, xPH1 – the begin loca-
tion of the piezo-patch harvester on the host structure, xPH2 – the ending location of
the piezo-patch harvester on the host structure, Γ – electromechanical coupling term.

The modal value of electromechanical coupling term Γ̃nin equation (1) of the
system is expressed as:

Γ̃n = −EPHd31wPHtc (2)

where tc – the distance between neutral axes of the tube and the piezo-harvester,
tc = RC + Rout−Rin

2 + tove + tPH

2 , d33 – piezoelectric strain coefficient, wPH – the
width of the piezo harvester, RC – the radius of the tube to natural axis, Rout – the
outer radius of the tube, Rin – the inner radius of the tube, tove – the thickness of
the overlay, tPH – the thickness of the piero-harvester.

The piezoelectric harvester integrated with the host structure requires considering
also the approach from the electrical point of view. For this purpose the electrical
charge accumulated at its electrodes can be calculated over the whole surface area in
the following form [12]:

Q =

x PH2∫
x PH1

(
d31EPHδ̄PH + ε33E3

)
wPHdx (3)

where ε33 – permittivity at constant stress, δ̄PH – bending strain along the middle
surface of the piezolayer, E3 – electric field.

Next, applying the Ohm’s law, the current flowing through the load resistor R
can be expressed as:

i(t) =
V (t)

R
=
dQ

dt
=

d

dt

x PH2∫
x PH1

(
d31EPHδ̄PH + ε33E3

)
wPHdx

 (4)

where R – resistive load applied to the system.
Taking into account equation (4), it can be seen that the current i(t) is strongly

associated to strains of the piezoelectric harvester and the electrical field applied to
its electrodes. This caused that the electrical circuit of the system can be obtained

by substituting the electric field E3 = −V (t)/tPH and the strain δ̄PH = −tc ∂
2w
∂x2 in
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the following form [13]:

Cp
dV (t)

dt
+
V (t)

R
+ Γ

x PH2∫
x PH1

∂3w(x, t)

∂x2∂t
dx

 = 0 (5)

where Cp – capacitance of the piezo-patch harvester Cp = ε33wPHlPH

tPH
.

Both equations (1) and (5), refer to distributed electro-elastic model parameters
of the piezo-patch harvester integrated to a 1D mechanical structure in physical
coordinates. However, from the energy harvesting point of view, it should be analyzed
in modal coordinates. For this purpose, vertical displacement of the beam as a host
structure is represented as multiplication of an absolutely and uniformly convergent
series of the eigenfunctions in the following form:

w(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1

φn(x)ηn(t) (6)

where φn(x) – the mass normalized eigenfunction (mode shapes), ηn(t) – the modal
time response of the system for nth mode.

The considered structure, according to Figure 2, represents the cantilever beam.
This caused that eigenvectors of this beam, after considering the boundary coor-
dinates, given in equation (7), and split by geometric and time variables, can be
expressed as [16]:

w(0, t) = 0,
∂w (x, t)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, (EpipeIpipe + EPHIPH (H(x− xPH2)

− (H(x− xPH1))
∂2w (x, t)

∂x2
= Itip

∂3w(x, t)

∂x∂t2

∣∣∣∣
x=L pipe

and

(EpipeIpipe + EPHIPH (H(x− xPH2) − (H(x− xPH1))
∂3w (x, t)

∂x3

= mtip
∂2w(x, t)

∂t2

∣∣∣∣
x=L pipe

(7)

φn(x) = sin

(
λn
Lpipe

)
x− sinh

(
λn
Lpipe

)
x+β

[
cos

(
λn
Lpipe

)
x− cosh

(
λn
Lpipe

)
x

]
(8)

where β =
− cosλn−coshλn+

λnmtip
mpipeLpipe

(sinλn−sinhλn)

− sinλn+sinhλn−
λnmtip

mpipeLpipe
(cosλn−coshλn)

for n = 1, 2, 3, λn – frequency

parameter of an undamped host structure.
The obtained equation (8) put into equation (1) leads to solving the eigenvalue

problem of the smart beam for short circuit conditions. Then, the natural frequency
ωn of the structure without the presence of the piezoelectric patch for nth mode can
be presented in the following form:

ωn = λ2n

√
EpipeIpipe
mpipeL4

pipe

(9)

where Lpipe – the length of the beam.
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Taking into account the modal analysis procedure of the 1D structure with a
piezo harvester adjusted to its surface by using support, an electromechanical coupled
ordinary differential equation for the modal time response ηn can be expressed as [12]:

d2ηn(t)

dt2
+ 2ξnωn

dηn(t)

dt
+ ω2

nηn(t) + Γ̃nV (t) = fn(t)δ(x− x0) (10)

where ξn- modal damping ratio, fn(t) - modal force applied to the structure.

As a result, the modal electromechanical coupling term Γ̃n can be presented as:

Γ̃n = −EPHd31wPHtc

x PH2∫
x PH1

d2φn(x)

dx2
dx = −EPHd31wPHtc

dφn(x)

dx

∣∣∣∣x PH2

x PH1

. (11)

The obtained modal electromechanical coupling term given by equation (11) and
the vertical deflection from equation (8) put into equation (5) lead to modifying the
electrical circuit equation in the following form:

Cp
dV (t)

dt
+
V (t)

R
−
∞∑
n=1

Γ̃n
dηn(t)

dt
= 0. (12)

The performed considerations of the cantilever beam with an integrated piezo-
harvester for modal coordinates allow to calculate the value of rectified voltage
response accumulated on the resistorR in the steady-state. For this purpose, assuming
the harmonic form of the force generated from the system connected with the motor
BLDC and the propeller, formed as f(t) = F0 sin(ωt) = F0e

jωt, the modal voltage
response V (t) and the modal response of the system ηn can also expressed in the
following forms:

V (t) = Re
{
Ṽne

jωt
}
, ηn = Re

{
η̃ne

jωt
}
. (13)

Substituting equation (13) into equation (10) and equation (12) leads to mod-
ifyingthe electromechanical model of the electrical circuit system to the following
form:

− ω2η̃ne
jωt + 2jξnωnωη̃ne

jωt + ω2
nη̃ne

jωt − Γ̃nV (t)ejωt = F0e
jωtφn (x) (14)

CpV (t)jωejωt +
V (t)ejωt

R
+ ejωt

∞∑
n=1

jΓ̃nωη̃n = 0. (15)

Next, as a results of rejection the harmonic part ejωt from equation (14), the
modal amplitude of the piezo-harvester response can be given by:

η̃n =
F̃n − Γ̃nṼ

ω2
n + 2jξnωnω − ω2

(16)

where F̃n – the modal force amplitude, wherein F̃n = F0φn (x0), Ṽ – the modal
voltage amplitude.
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Fig. 3. (a) A single arm of a UAV system with a BLDC rotor, (b) a numerical model of
the arm with tip mass.

Finally, the frequency response function of the modal voltage amplitude Ṽ of the
smart beam in the frequency domain can be express in the following form in the case
of substituting equation (16) into equation (15) [13]:

Ṽ (ω) =

∞∑
n=1

−jmPHωΓ̃n

xPH 2∫
xPH 1

φn(x)dx

ω2
n + 2jξnωnω − ω2

jωCp + 1
R +

∞∑
n=1

jωΓ̃2
n

ω2
n + 2jξnωnω − ω2

. (17)

3 Numerical analysis of a single smart arm of the UAV
with a BLDC rotor

In this section the numerical investigations of a smart single arm of the UAV with a
BLDC rotor, electrically powered from a battery shown in Figure 3a, are described. In
order to design the vibration-based energy harvesting system, the eigenvalue problem
and the location of the piezo-harvester on the structure is solved by FEM package.
Taking into account analytical considerations described in the previous section, single
UAV arm with a motor stand housing and the motor was modelled as a cantilever
beam with tip mass by using Ansys Workbench software. It allows to perform the
harmonic analysis of the structure and determine the strains of the single UAV arm
that appear on the structure as a result of acting of different forces generated from
abrushless motor with a propeller. In order to do it, the carbon-fiber tube of the
length of 230 mm and a rectangular motor stand housing applied to the tube of the
size given in Table 1 was modelled as a cantilever beam, while the BLDC rotor with
an aluminum housing as a tip mass. Then, the obtained numerical model is shown in
Figure 3b.

As it was mentioned before, the numerical investigations of the single UAV arm
with the BLDC motor is carried out in a number of steps. In the first one, the
eigenvalue problem of such a modelled structure with tip mass equalling 95 g (mass
of the BLDC motor) is solved by using a harmonic response toolbox of the Ansys
software. For this purpose, the range of frequency during the analysis was set between
10 and 700 Hz, where it is possible to obtain a few of the first natural frequencies of
the considered UAV arm. As a result, the frequency response function of the structure
is calculated and shown in Figure 4.

The obtained FRF plot showed only the first two natural frequencies, 64.3 Hz
and 678.2 Hz, which are located at a large distance from each other. Taking into
accountthe value of the Kv rating parameter of the BLDC motor located on the
platform in Figure 1 (Kv = 690 rpm/V) and the voltage from the battery (14.7 V), it
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Fig. 4. Frequency response function of the copter arm with the tip mass of 95 g.

can be assumed that the maximum working frequency of the considered system does
not exceed 172 Hz. As a result, the investigated system can work in the frequency
range containing only the first natural frequency.

In the next step, the strains of the tube and its vertical deflections are numerically
analysed. In this way, the quasi optimal location of the piezo-harvester element on
the structure to obtain the maximum voltage from vibrations was assessed, similarly
as it was done in reference [15]. For this purpose, firstly the excitation force that
represents a thrust force needs to be defined. Taking into account specification of a
brushless dc motor used in the system, it is known that its value of the thrust force
depends on the frequency of the PWM signal. As a result a sinusoidal excitation force
in the form f(t) = 0.02 sin(2πft) was applied to the tip mass in the vertical direction,
which is shown in Figure 5.

The numerical calculations are carried out for the assumed parameters: constant
value of the supply voltage obtained from the battery (14.7 V) and different values
of the PWM duty signal changes within the range from 20% up to 50% with the
step of 10%. This leads to obtaining four different sinusoidal signal excitations cor-
responding with frequencies of 31.7 Hz, 57.5 Hz, 66.1 Hz and 78.5 Hz and one signal
of the frequency of 44 Hz – 35% PWM duty signal. For the sinusoidal forces applied
to the FEM model, the numerical investigations using a transient response toolbox
of the Ansys software are performed and the results from this analysis are shown in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

The obtained results of bending strains and vertical deflection of the cantilever
tube showed a significant increase of amplitudes especially in the case of excitation
of the system with the frequency of f = 66.1 Hz, which is close to the first natural
frequency. Then, values of bending strains and the vertical deflections are significantly
higher than in other cases. Taking into account Figure 6, it can be assumed that the
best location of the piezo-stripe harvester on the tube is close to the fixed end, because
the increase of the bending strains between particular nodes is biggest. In the case of
the vertical deflection analysis, it can be seen that the best placement to locate the
displacement sensor is vicinity of the rotor that it was located on the free end of the
tube. However, taking into account the size of the propeller installed on the BLDC
rotor, the supposed location should be shifted towards the centre of the tube.
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Fig. 5. The FEM model of a UAV single arm with a brushless DC motor and the applied
sinusoidal force as a thrust force.

Fig. 6. The bending strains of the cantilever tube with the tip mass for different sinusoidal
signal excitations applied to the tip mass.

The indicated piezo harvester location on a single arm of the UAV frame allows
to calculate the amount of electrical power generated by the piezo-harvester that
is a function of the excitation force applied to the system in the frequency range
of 30–170 Hz. For this purpose, firstly we need to assume a constant value of the
resistive load connected to the system R = 100 kΩ and then – calculate the values of
the capacitor Cp attached to the piezo-harvester and the electromechanical coupling

factor Γ̃n based on equations (6) and (11), respectively. Then, taking into account
the square of the modulus of the obtained complex amplitude of the voltage from
equation (16), additionally divided by resistive load R, we can obtain the power of
the considered voltage.

The obtained power peak of the voltage generated by the piezo-harvester in
Figure 8 indicate that the best vibration-based energy harvesting system parame-
ters can be achieved for 40% duty cycle of the PWM signal applied to the BLDC
motor. Then, the excitation frequency is close to the first natural frequency of the
considered beam (66.1 Hz). In other cases, the values of the generated power are sig-
nificantly lower, so they can be omitted in further analysis of the energy harvesting
system.
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Fig. 7. The normalized mode shapes of the considered cantilever arm tube for different
sinusoidal signal excitations applied to the tip mass.

Fig. 8. The power of the voltage generated by the piezo-harvester located on the smart
beam in the distance of 0–44.62 mm from fixed end for the first natural frequency of the
beam ω1 versus the frequency of the excitation force generated by the tip mass.

4 Experimental set-up and testing of energy harvesting system

In this section, the performance of the energy harvesting system is tested on a labora-
tory stand. In order to do it, one end of a carbon fiber single arm of the UAV frame is
fixed to the handle, while the free end is filled by a BLDC rotor 4822-690, developed
by Mulistar company, and a propeller of the size of 12 × 3.8. The passive mechani-
cal structurehas been additionally equipped with a piezo-harvester sensor PPA-1001
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Fig. 9. (a) Photo of the laboratory stand, (b) photo of a single arm UAV with a displace-
ment (eddy-current) sensor, a piezo-patch harvester PPA-1001 and the conditioning system
EHE004.

located very close to the fixed end of the arm tube. Moreover, the energy harvesting
conditioning system EHE 004 is used to measure the voltage from the capacitor.

Taking into account the requirements of the BLDC rotor and the energy harvesting
system, the laboratory stand is also retrofitted in a signal generator developed by
Agilent, a high-current amplifier and an eddy-current sensor that allows to measure
vibrations of the investigated structure. In order to record both the excitation and the
measurement signals, the lab stand was additionally equipped with a measurement
card myRio 1900, developed by National Instruments, and a laptop with LabView
software.

The vibration-based energy harvesting system is tested in a number of steps. In
the first one, the structure is investigated in the time domain using Digital Signal
Analyzer. For this purpose, the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal was gener-
ated from a signal generator developed by Agilent. The frequency of the signal and
its amplitude were set at 50 Hz and 5 V, respectively, while the duty cycle of the
PWM signal was changed in the range from 1 ms up to 2 ms. It corresponds with-
generatingthe thrust force by the rotor in the range of 0–100%. For such a prepared
excitation signal, the vibrations of the structure are measured using the eddy-current
sensor located over the frame in the distance of 80 mm from the fixed end and with
a gap between the head of the sensor and the structure of 0.5 mm.

The measurement signal of the vertical displacement of the structure shown in
Figure 10 in order to verify the numerical results are transformed to the frequency
domain. As a result of using the Fast Fourier Transform, the spectrum of the recorded
vibration signal in the range of 4–12 s are determined. The highest obtained amplitude
peak, as it can be seen in Figure 10b, is located in the first natural frequency of the
investigated structure. It indicates that the numerical results are correct and the
considered system should work in the frequency of about 66 Hz. Finally, it allows to
generate the maximum voltage from vibrations.

In the second step, the measurements are repeated for the same type of signal
excitation. However, in this case, the spectrum of the amplitude vibrations are deter-
mined separately for each duty cycle of the PWM signal in the range of 1–1.5 ms
because, as it turned out, further increase of the duty cycle on the lab-stand was very
dangerous for the researcher. The obtained results, presented in Figure 11b, show
a significant increase of the amplitude peak vibrations, especially in the case of the
system excitation with the duty cycle that equals 1.4 ms, corresponding to the first
natural frequency. Other amplitude peaks, visible in Figure 11b, lower than 0.13,
present only excitation frequencies applied to the rotor.

Next, the tested system was investigated in order to assess its ability to generate
voltage from a vibrating piezo-stripe harvester. For this purpose, similarly to the
previous case, the PWM signal from the generator and the high-current amplifier was
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Fig. 10. (a) The recorded excitation and vibration signals of the energy harvesting system
in the time domain, (b) the comparison of the vibration spectrum of the single frame of
UAV and the numerical model.

Fig. 11. (a) Recorded excitation and measurement signals during test, (b) spectrum of
amplitude vibrations of the single UAV arm versus excitation force applied to the rotor.

applied to abrushless DC rotor with the duty cycle of 1–1.5 ms. The measured and
recorded voltage signal on the output capacitor (VCAP) showed a very fast increase
of its value for the excitation signal with the duty cycle of 1.4 ms, corresponding with
the closed-resonance frequency (66 Hz). In other cases, as it can be seen in Figure 11a,
the process of charging the capacitor is slowed down and the voltage on its signal has
a constant value.

The next step of the experimental set-up was associated with assessing the effec-
tiveness of the energy harvesting systems which can be installed on the board of UAV
platforms. For this purpose, the investigations are carried out in two steps. In the
first one, the conditioning module EHE004 was set to generate the voltage output
signal only of 3.7 V up to 5 V. On the other hand, in the next step, the boundary
value of the resistive load R, connected to the system, was chosen in order to obtain
only constant value of the output voltage Vout from the system.

As it can be seen in Figure 12, the system was loaded by the resistive load R
of the value of 100 kΩ and 140 kΩ. Taking into account a higher resistive load, it
can be noticed that the energy harvester system gave better results, because the
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Fig. 12. The comparison of the output signal Vout and the voltage VCAP accumulated on
the capacitor located on the conditioning system EHE004.

obtained voltage output was kept on the level of 3.7 V. In the case of a lower value of
the resistive loads than 140 kΩ, the system generates only a periodical output signal
whose duration time depends on its value. The obtained behavior of the system
from the electrical point of view is only associated to the process of charging and
discharging the output capacitor of the module EHE004.

The obtained experimental results allow to estimate the root mean square value for
the output voltages achieved from the measurements according to equation (18), and
once again verify the numerical results. The calculations of the peak voltage outputs
are carried out in two steps. In the first one, the peaks are determined for different
PWM signal applied to the BLDC rotor, while in the second step – for a chosen
PWM signal but different resistive load R. In both cases all peaks are calculated for
a constant value of the amount of the voltage signal samples (N = 13 333)

RMSV out =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

V 2
out. (18)

Taking into account Figure 13a, it can noticed that the obtained results properly
verify the numerical results shown in Figure 8. In both cases the duty cycle of the
excitation signal significantly influences the peaks of the voltage outputs. In the
considered cases the highest peak is achieved for 40% of the duty cycle, but the
lowest one – for the duty cycle lower than 40%. As a result, it can be noted that
the maximum values of the root square mean value of the output voltage signal
are achieved in the vicinity of the first natural frequency of the considered system.
Similar results are obtained in the case of the resistive load analysis connected to the
system. As it can be seen in Figure 13b, the highest efficiency of the energy harvesting
system is obtained for 40% of the duty cycle of the PWM and the resistive load equals
140 kΩ. Then, the electric current flowingthrough the system has a fixed value equals
(Iout = 0.26µA).

The generated voltage from the piezo-harvester and the electric current flowing
through resistor allow to verify numerical results shown in Figure 8. For this purpose
taking into account parameters of input power of the system dedicated to power sup-
ply of the copter (Vin = 14.7 V, Iin = 4 A for 40% of the duty cycle of the PWM signal
applied to BLDC rotor with propeller) and output power can calculate efficiency of
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Fig. 13. The root mean square value of voltage signals from the piezo-harvester PPA-1001
located on the smart arm of a six-rotor UAV versus (a) different values of the PWM duty
applied to a BLDC rotor, (b) different resistive load R.

the system in the following form:

ηele =
Uout · Iout
Uin · Iin

· 100% =
3.7V · 26µA

14.7V · 4A
· 100% = 0.000166. (19)

The obtained value of efficiency of the energy-harvesting system is very low, because
input power was set to whole energy power system of rotor. It caused that the pro-
posed vibration-based energy harvesting can be used for further research only with
the same piezo-harvester elements located on each arm of the copter. Then, such
obtain system perhaps allow to supply other devices located on the UAV platform.

5 Summary and conclusions

One-dimensional structures made of a beam with various boundary conditions and
integrated piezo-patches stripes are commonly used in aerospace, biomedical and
automotive applications to harvest energy from vibrations. The aforementioned fields
of applications caused that such kinds of mechanical structures have been a subject of
many articles in recent two decades. This caused that our investigations are focused
on determining distributed parameters of a piezoelectric harvester located on a sin-
gle arm of a UAV six-rotor and check the possibilities of the considered structure to
harvest energy. For this purpose, as the first step, a modal analysis of the chosen struc-
ture is carried out using the finite element method. The obtained results, presented in
Figure 4, show that only the first natural frequency 64.3 Hz can be taken into account
for further analysis, because the maximum frequency generated by the BLDC motor
does not exceed 172 Hz. Further numerical investigations allow to determine the best
location of the piezo-harvester on the structure in order to harvest the maximum
energy amount from vibrations. For this purpose, the strain fields analysis of a sin-
gle arm of the UAV frame is performed for different sinusoidal excitation forcesput
atthe PWM duty of the signal applied to the rotor. The obtained results, presented in
Figure 6, indicate that the best location of the piezo-harvester on the structure is close
to the fixed end of the structure, and the largest values of the strains are achieved in
the case of the system excitation of the frequency of f = 66.1 Hz, which is close to
first natural frequency. The determined harvester location on the structure and the
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calculated modal values of the electromechanical coupling factors allow to obtain the
voltage V for a mechanical model determined on the bases of analytical approaches.
The obtained peak power of the voltage generated by the piezo-harvester, shown in
Figure 8, indicate that the best vibration-based energy harvesting system parameters
can be achieved for the system ay 40% of the PWM duty signal applied to the BLDC
motor. Then, the excitation frequency is close to the first natural frequency of the
considered beam (66.1 Hz). On the other hand, the values of the generated power
from vibrations are significantly lower, so it can be omitted to analysis of the energy
harvesting system.

Experimental investigations of the energy harvesting system carried out on the
laboratory stand for real a structure properly verified the numerical results. In the
first step, the highest amplitude peak of the beam displacement was obtained for 40%
of the duty cycle of the PWM signal applied to the BLDC rotor. As a result, the fre-
quency excitation of the structure to vibrations is close to the first natural frequency.
In the next step, the recorded voltage from the piezo harvester (see Fig. 11a) indicate
that the fastest increase of its value is achieved for the excitation signal of the same
duty cycle (40%). In other cases, the process of charging the capacitor is stopped and
the voltage on its signal has a constant value. In the last step of the experimental
investigations, the recorded voltage signals from the conditioning system allow to
assess the effectiveness of the energy harvesting systems which can be installed on
the board of UAV platforms. The obtained results, presented in Figures 12 and 13,
show that the highest efficiency of the energy harvesting system is obtained for 40%
of the duty cycle of PWM and the resistive load R = 140 kΩ connected to the system.
Then, the electric current flowing through the system has a fixed value and it can
be used to supply other devices located on the UAV platform. In other cases, the
considered effectiveness of the system is very low because the system generates only
a periodical output signal.

Summing up, the performed investigations of a piezoelectric harvester attached to
a single arm of a six rotor UAV frame enabled exploring the harvesting performance
of the system with reference to many copters. The obtained results indicate that it
is possible to prolong the flight duration time of copters by using flexible batteries
located on the UAV platform, but in the case of adding piezo-patch harvesters on
each arm of the copter. This caused that further investigations will be carried out to
obtain more energy harvested from piezo-harvesters located on each arm of a copter.
As a result, the harvest energy system will be tested during indoor and outdoor
flights.
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